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Tools & Compounds

CLEANERS
DRAIN CLEANERS
Calci-Solve removes scale from lines, and clears
clogged drains easily and effectively. The product’s
unique acid-formulation includes a special inhibitor,
RD-188, that coats the inside of the pipes with a protective film, allowing the acid in Calci-Solve to
quickly dissolve the deposits without harming pipes.
Calci-Solve is the ideal cleaner for cleaning boilers,
heaters, water pumps, evaporators, heat exchangers
and other air conditioning equipment.
1 quart
4134-24
1 gallon
4134-08

Drain-Solve is an alkaline-based drain opener that
will remove grease, hair, vegetable and other organic
matter. It is nonfuming, and it will clean and clear
drains quickly. It makes maintenance easy and eliminates the time delay associated with the use of highly
reactive, fuming drain openers. Simply pour it down
the drain and let it work without fear of noxious
fumes or reactions.
1 quart
4165-24
1 gallon
4165-08

Urinakleen is an acid-based bowl cleaner that removes scale deposits and odors. It also dissolves rust, urinary salts, and mineral scale from flush
tanks, urinal drains and bowls.
1 quart
4590-24
1 gallon 4590-08

ACID CLEANERS
Nickel-Safe Ice Machine Cleaner is a specially formulated food-grade product for removing scale
deposits from potable-water equipment. It is ideal for
ice makers, water heaters, indirect water heaters, etc.
It mixes to form a greenish-blue solution which
makes rinsing easier and it is safe for use on nickelplated surfaces.
1 quart
4287-34
1 gallon
4287-08

Liquid Ice Machine Cleaner is a food-grade liquid
phosphoric acid that is fast acting yet safe to use. It
has been formulated for removing scale deposits
from ice machines and coffee urns, and does not
give off any harsh fumes or contain chlorine or chlorides that would attack stainless steel.
8 fl. oz. (13.2 net wt.) bottle
4207-47
1 gallon
4207-08

ALKALINE CLEANERS
Green Clean™ is a pleasantly scented, all-purpose
cleaner. It instantly penetrates greasy and oily surfaces, providing powerful emulsifying ingredients that
chemically soften and dissolve the deposits. A safer,
effective, alternative to toxic cleaners, bleaches and
solvents! It’s non-corrosive and very economical.
1 quart
4186-24
1 gallon
4186-08
5 gallon pail
4186-05

Tri-Pow’r™ A biodegradable and environmentally friendly
all-purpose coil cleaner. It cleans, degreases and deodorizes.
It is effective on both grease and grime without the use of
caustics or acids.
1 gallon bottle
4371-88

CalClean® a heavy-duty liquid alkaline detergent for
cleaning evaporator coils, air-cooled condenser coils,
metal filters, fan blades and other surfaces soiled with
greasy dust and dirt. Biodegradable.
1 gallon bottle
4135-08
2-1/2 gallon pail
4135-06
55 gallon drum
4135-01

Evap-Pow’r® A revolutionary “no rinse” product formulated
for cleaning evaporator coils. It is metal-safe and it cleans
and emulsifies even the most stubborn soils and deposits.
Biodegradable. Evap Pow’r-C is the concentrate and should
be used 3:1. Evap Pow’r-RTU is the ready-to-use formulation.
Evap Pow’r-C, 1 gallon
4168-08
Evap Pow’r-C, 2-1/2 gal.
4168-05
Evap Pow’r-Rtu, 1 qt.
4169-24
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